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       Beauty can be seen in all things, seeing and composing the beauty is
what separates the snapshot from the photograph. 
~Matt Hardy

I am really lucky to have Jeff. He is my best friend in the whole world,
not only my brother. 
~Matt Hardy

I'm weird. I still believe that when you do good deeds, you get
something back in return. That's why I really enjoy helping other guys
succeed. 
~Matt Hardy

When it comes to do or die situations, Matt Hardy will not die. 
~Matt Hardy

Being out here in the country and having acres of land, you can go
outside naked if you want. 
~Matt Hardy

Beauty can be seen in all things. 
~Matt Hardy

I wish I was as fortunate as fortunate as me 
~Matt Hardy

Nobody does ladders like Jeff Hardy. 
~Matt Hardy

I do all that I can to surprise people and make things unpredictable
because that is what makes wrestling fun. 
~Matt Hardy

The most important thing in the professional wrestling industry in this
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day and age of technology and the Internet and social media is to be
able to make wrestling unpredictable. 
~Matt Hardy

One of the things I have had to focus on, in order to move forward, is
not being a stunt monkey. 
~Matt Hardy

Matt Hardy may be dysfunctional, but you can't spell dysfunctional
without fun. My goal in the professional wrestling industry is to put fun
into the dysfunctionality of it. 
~Matt Hardy

Something very rare in this day and age is to see performers do
something that has never been done before. 
~Matt Hardy
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